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THE BRIEF
When luxury fashion designer and retailer Matches Fashion outgrew its office space at The Shard, interior 

designers Peldon Rose were commissioned to extend its existing Here East studio in Stratford, East London, 

to create a new open plan headquarters.

The specialist workplace interior designers wanted to create an impactful headquarters that would provide 

the Matches Fashion team with a comfortable and engaging environment and complement the location’s 

industrial heritage.

Sector: Office 

Client: Matches Fashion 

Interior Designer: Peldon Rose 

Flooring Contractor: Sanson 

Area: 1750m2



THE CONCEPT
The design embraces the character of the building, with pipes and beams left exposed 

and combined with a cool colour palette, warm toned oak design flooring and bold 

statement accents.

The contemporary interior is designed to work with the building’s large windows which 

offer plenty of natural light, creating distinctive yet harmonised spaces that will work 

efficiently for the entire business.

Interior Designer at Peldon Rose, Alison Hollier, said; “It was essential for the design to be 

coherent while still providing some unique distinction across the working units. We chose 

Karndean’s LooseLay ranges as these met all our requirements for access to underfloor 

services, quick installation and durability.”

Above 

LooseLay Longboard | Champagne Oak LLP310

Products used: 
Below from left to right 
LooseLay Longboard | Pearl Oak LLP306 

LooseLay Longboard | Champagne Oak LLP310 

LooseLay | Ashland LLP95



THE LOOK
A confident scheme has been created using a light 

neutral colour palette with a vivid orange hue on 

sections of the structural framework and a combination 

of three complementary LooseLay wood flooring designs. 

The delicate oak grain features and warm tones of 

Ashland, Pearl Oak and Champagne Oak combine with 

lightly brushed surface textures for a realistic look of 

wood flooring and all the practical benefits of luxury 

vinyl flooring.

“A combination of light, colour and oak flooring brings 

a cohesive look to this designer fashion house’s new 

headquarters,” explained Alison Hollier, interior designer 

at Peldon Rose.

“The blend of three LooseLay designs in different laying 

patterns has created a sense of visual connection 

between activity zones. The warm tones of the three oak 

flooring designs serve to balance the cool shades used 

on the walls and carpet in the desk areas and coordinates 

with the vibrant colour of the metal framework. The result 

is a synergy between the furniture and finishes in the 

different units which makes the transition between 

them seamless.”

Right 
LooseLay Longboard | Champagne Oak LLP310

Top left 
LooseLay Longboard | Champagne Oak LLP310 

LooseLay | Ashland LLP95

Top right and right 
LooseLay Longboard | Champagne Oak LLP310



PRODUCTS SPECIFIED

Standard Result

Size EN ISO 24342
Karndean LooseLay: 1050 mm x 250 mm
Karndean LooseLay Longboard: 1500 x 250 mm

Thickness EN ISO 24346 4.5 mm

Wear layer EN ISO 24340 0.55 mm

Guarantee Light industrial
Commercial
Residential

15 years*
15 years*
Lifetime guarantee*

Bevelled edge No

Slip resistance
DIN 51130
EN 13893

R10
DS

Notifi ed body 0493
Floor coverings (internal)

20

EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2017/LLLB/EN/02)

ISO 10874 Class 23/33/42
Manufactured to ISO 10582

Notifi ed body 0493
Floor coverings (internal)

20

EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2017/LL/EN/02)

ISO 10874 Class 23/33/42
Manufactured to ISO 10582

* Subject to terms. Please speak to your Commercial Specification Manager for more information.

Manufactured  
to ISO 9001

To view the full technical specification for each of our product ranges visit our website: 

karndean.com/commercialtechdata

We have a variety of tools available to help you achieve 

the look you desire for your project:

FEELING INSPIRED

Commercial Floorstyle 

Check out our interactive room viewer, 

Floorstyle. Play around with different 

floor designs, laying patterns and design 

features using either our examples of typical 

commercial settings or upload a photo of a 

project you’re currently working on to choose 

a floor to suit.

karndean.com/commercialfloorstyle

CGI 
We invite you on a journey. An exploration. 

A chance to experience our products in an 

unparalleled way. Whether specifying for 

work, life or play, this immersive CGI tool puts 

you at the centre of a 360-degree virtual 

environment. Helping you visualise flooring in 

a real-world setting.

karndean.com/interactivejourney

Commercial brochure 
Showcasing photography spanning all sectors, 

our commercial brochure is a comprehensive 

guide to all of the products we offer.

karndean.com/commercialbrochure

51Design is an endless journey   |

Approved body 0321
Floor coverings (internal)

21

BS EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2021/UKCA/LL/01)

ISO 10874 Class 23/33/42
Manufactured to ISO 10582

Approved body 0321
Floor coverings (internal)

21

BS EN 14041: 2004 (DOP 2021/UKCA/LLLB/01)

ISO 10874 Class 23/33/42
Manufactured to ISO 10582
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